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ACTEvap™

• Ideal for 
simultaneously 
concentrating many 
fractions from 
HPLC purification, 
flash or column 
chromatography

• Evaporate or 
lyophilize up to 
35 samples at the   
same time

• Accommodates a 
variety of vials or 
test tubes

• Constructed of 
rugged, chemically 
inert, thermally 
conductive Teflon®
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Compact Parallel Evaporator and Lyophilizer
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ACTEvap™
A compact parallel evaporator and lyophilizer that 
can be utilized with the Sharp Freeze™ or Sharp 
Vac™ system.  Connected to the Sharp Freeze™ 
and a vacuum pump, the ACTEvap™ is ideal for 
simultaneously concentrating many fractions from 
HPLC purification, flash chromatography or column 
chromatography; for preparing compound libraries; 
or for evaporating samples in storage vials instead 
of expensive flasks. No sample, or time, is lost in 
transferring from flask to vial. 

The ACTEvap™ can evaporate or lyophilize up to 
35 samples simultaneously.  Utilizing a special 
permeable vial cap, the ACTEvap™ creates a two-
stage vacuum that reduces or eliminates “bumping”.  
No product is lost from splattering due to bumping 
and there is no cross contamination.  The contents of 
each vial remain totally isolated.

Using different inserts, the ACTEvap™ can 
accommodate a variety of vial sizes or test tubes. We 
can custom manufacture inserts to accommodate 
special vial sizes or configurations.

The ACTEvap™ is easy and economical to use and 
uses inexpensive vials; the special vial caps are 
reusable. 
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The ACTEvap™ is constructed of a rugged, chemically 
inert, thermally conductive Teflon® composite.  It re-
quires very little maintenance, merely check the two 
Viton® seals and wash out the interior to maintain the 
ACTEvap™ in top operating condition.

ACTEvap Parallel Evaporator/Lyophilizer

35 well, 4ml  99021201

24 well, 4ml   99021101

24 well, 7.4ml   99021001

16 well, 22ml  99020901

10 well, 20ml   99020801

10 well, 40ml   99020701
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Spirit of Innovation™

Easy-to-use

 Made of Teflon®

  Cleans Quickly

Over 35 years experience 
in providing all of your 
peptide synthesis needs.
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